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New businesses take risks when 
introducing new brand and/or entering 
a new market. Risks are essential to 
attaining financial gains and growth. 
Taking calculated risks is more 
important. That’s where market 
research comes into the picture. 
Launching a brand or entering a new 
market requires high capital investment 
and accepting the risks that comes with 
it. However, just that won’t be enough 
to make the brand successful and 
achieve sustained growth and 
profitability.

Poixel's market research collects an extensive list of 
consumer data such as their buying habits, market 
size, purchasing cycle, and top competitors. Our 
market research reports cover critical aspects of the 
market to help businesses identify market gaps, 
equip them with the vital insights and knowledge to 
develop a strong brand and loyal consumer base.

Readers may benefit from the report by utilizing the 
provided research analytics with the goal to improve 
business performance and capture new 
opportunities. Re-evaluate your business models to 
make changes as necessary. Analyze competitors' 
strategies and decision-making processes to 
understand potential problems your product can 
fulfill. Study consumer behavior and market 
dynamics to learn developing market trends within 
your industry. 

At Poixel, our primary goal is to build authentic and 
credible data to support business strategies and 
develop new market opportunities. Our market 
research process begins by auditing the business 
and defining the research goals. Then, we conduct a 
secondary research, which includes collecting data 
from credible data sources, receiving inputs from 
the industry, and auditing competitor's strategies 
related to social media, online-selling, offline-selling, 
and offered product lines. Next, we proceed with the 
primary research, which involves market sampling, 
conducting in-field surveys, interviews, and online 
surveys to a random sample of the population and 
industry competitors. After which, we analyze the 
results and present our findings. With the market 
research process, Poixel aims to build credible 
market data that companies can rely on when 
making strategic decisions.

Despite having the required investment, new 
businesses lack the competitive insight of the 
market, competitors and consumers. Hence, they 
disappear from the market after just a few months. 
Without a good understanding of the industry, 
businesses can make the wrong strategic decisions
such as investing in the wrong market at the wrong 
time, thus leaving no room for the new brand to 
survive and thrive. Some would also make increased 
investments in product acquisition and marketing 
without clear strategies and business goals. When it 
comes to market research, a common mistake that 
failed businesses end up making is they rely on gut 
feeling and/or outdated market research that does 
not count for the changing consumer behaviour in 
the current times. As a result, the strategic decisions 
are mixed with cognitive bias and misguided 
theories, avoiding the factual information on key 
market trends and behaviour, leading to bad 
business decisions.
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The art and stationery market in 
Kuwait is still yet to develop. Many 
businesses don't have proper internal 
management systems to keep track of 
business activities and quality control.

This report shall cover in-depth market research on 
the arts and stationery industry. The overall industry 
has a market value of KWD 15,497,937, with an 
online market value of 5,036,829 KWD. Furthermore, 
the industry has an active consumer base of 
406,770 individuals as of the date of the report.

We are sure you will find the information present in 
the report credible and insightful in making vital 
business decisions. Feel free to get in touch with our 
team for your business solutions needs.

Mohammad Al Marouf, Founder of Poixel

During the COVID-19 period from March 2020 
onwards, much of the industrial activities 
immediately stopped. Authorities shifted universities 
and schools online from March onwards. Since 
many people remained home, the art supplies 
industry boomed while orders for office supplies 
remained at an all-time low. Brands such as Al 
Sanafer experienced a 35% drop in overall sales 
during the pandemic.

Despite the global pandemic and economic 
restrictions, retailers can survive if they adopt a 
customer-centric business model. The model focus 
on developing the internal culture and ethos that 
empower employees to deliver exceptional 
consumer value and service. Our research found 
that Jarir holds a significant market share in Kuwait 
solely because of its consumer-centric model, which 
governs its entire managerial and business 
activities. The brand provides training and guidance 
to its employees to overcome challenges and enable 
smooth workflow.

Introduction
Executive Summary

Market Value of Stationery
and Art Supplies Industry, 2021
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Intention to buy in next 3 months

Stationery Office Supplies Art Supplies

Will buy

76%
69%

Will not buy

24%

64%
36% 31%
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Art Supplies:  It includes calligraphy, markers, 
canvas, paint, art tools, brushes, oil colors, 
watercolor, pastel, crayons, coloring books and 
more.

Branded Website Traffic: Visitors who type in 
keywords that include any reference to the 
company's brand, such as its name, for example, 
are referred to as Branded Traffic.

Brand Voice: Brand voice is how a brand 
communicates with customers and is defined by 
your brand's communication style. As long as it 
feels true to your brand values and persona, your 
brand voice can be authoritative, playful, 
intellectual, ominous, kind, or humorous.

Customer-centric Business model: The 
underlying philosophy of this strategy is the 
creation of a great customer experience that builds 
brand loyalty. The client is at the center of a 
company's philosophy, operations, or ideas.

Engagement Rate:  Engagement rate is used to 
measure social activity on social media channels. It 
is a ratio based upon the likes to comments that 
the brand receives on their posts. The rate 
measures how engaging the content is.

Industry Phases: It's a diagram that represents the 
current state of the overall industry, taking into 
account external factors such as the economy, 
technological advancements, and un-controllable 
events (such as COVID-19). Accordingly, it helps 
forecast future trends and be prepared in advance 
for them.

Market share: The percentage of a market 
controlled by a particular company or product. 
Poixel calculated the market share based upon the 
collected survey responses. Note, this is an 
approximate figure.

Mapping Analysis: A competitor mapping tool is 
used to analyze an organization's competitors 
based on specific attributes to understand the 
competitive landscape. In this way, companies can 
structure their products and services to fill a new 
gap in the market.

Office Supplies: It includes paper, pens, notepads, 
shredder, cabinet, clock, cardholder, files, metal 
mesh, binder clips, rubber bands, and magnets. 
Office furniture and electronics include a sofa, 
chair, coffee machine, paper shredder, printers, 
toners etc.

Online Marketing/Advertising:  Consists of 
Google and social media advertisements whereby 
the advert is marketed on Youtube, Instagram, 
Facebook, and social channels alike.

Offline Marketing/Advertising: Consists of 
outdoor advertisements through billboards, mall 
displays, and events.

Purchasing Cycle: It's the process through which 
customers educate themselves and get closer to 
buying the product. Purchase cycle describes the 
steps involved in the purchasing process.

Stationery Supplies: It includes pens, markers, 
erasers, notebooks, scissors, etc. School items are 
also included, such as school bags, bottles, pen 
cases, pouches, and math sets.

SWOT Analysis: SWOT analysis is a popular tool 
for examining the strengths and weaknesses of a 
brand and examining the market opportunities and 
threats. Among many methods, Poixel conducted 
SWOT analysis based upon a 5-Factor Rating 
Scale to give accurate results for comparison.

Glossary
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Introduction
Key Findings

Consumer Behaviour

27.4% purchase stationery and office 
supplies for school or university

33% of amateur artists purchase art 
supplies at least once a month

15.3% of students plan to buy art 
supplies in the next three months

Online & Offline Selling

49.3% of respondents don't buy 
stationery supplies online

42% of respondents buy art supplies 
online, sometimes

Average expenditure

33.9% spend 10-50 KWD on stationery 
items in a year. However, 44% spend 
the same amount during the last three 
months

22% spent 50-100 KWD on art 
supplies during a year, while 43% 
spent 10-50 KWD in the previous three 
months.

Competitor analysis

Jarir holds the majority market share in 
the total arts and stationery industry

55% of loyal consumers have not 
purchased from the online stores of the 
retailers. 

24% are dissatisfied with the store 
locations of their favorite brands

Top Stationery and Art Retailers, 2021

38%
Market Share(%)

15%  

8%

6%

9%

11%

Jarir

Al Sanafer

Mogahwi

Arts and Craft

Al Bader Stationery

Atlas Bookshop
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Introduction
Industry Outlook

Industry Sectors

Industry Type

Stationery & OfficeIndustry Elements Art Supplies

Business-2-Consumer Business-2-Consumer

Office furniture
Office devices

School Items
Stationery
Paper items
Desk items

Stapler
Eraser
Markers

Colors and Paints
Paint tools
Sketchbooks and Canvas
Pens, pencils, and Markers

Individual
Corporates

Jarir
Sanafer
Atlas Bookshop
Mogahwi

Jarir
Sanafer
Arts and craft
Mogahwi

Pencils
Canvas
Watercolor

Acrylic Paints
Sketchbooks
Paint Brushes

Pens
Paper
Sticky notes
Files

Industry Market Size
& No. of consumers

Consumer Segments

Key Competitors

Top selling products

KWD 15,497,937 million
406,770 active consumers
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Frequency of Purchases

Once a week
Once a month

50%24%

18% 8%

Once a year
Rarely

School or University

Personal Use

Practice Art

Gifts

Other

32%

62%

Reasons for purchasing Art Supplies

42%

12%

8%

I

Purchasing Behaviour

We find that 62% purchase art supplies for personal 
use, while 32% buy them for school or college 
needs. 35% of respondents buy pencils, 42% 
purchase drawing books, and 27% purchase  
paintbrushes. These are regarded as fast-moving 
items and hence account for high purchased 
products. 18% of respondents Poixel surveyed buy 
art supplies scarcely during the year. However, 33% 
of amateur artists buy art supplies at least once a 
month. This is true for 11% of students and 14% of 
beginner artists.

Introduction
Consumer Behaviour
in Arts Industry

Top Selling Art Supplies

Canvas 22%

Water Color 17%

Oil Paint 4%

Ink 12%

Pencils 35%

Caligraphy Set 9%

Varnish 4%

8%Spray Paint

Acrylic paint 27%

Crayons 11%

Sketch Books 42%

Paint Brushes 27%

Accessories 8%
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Consumer confidence within the industry seems to 
be affected as 31% say they won't be buying art 
supplies in the next three months. It is observed that 
42% of amateur artists perform research, while 10% 
of beginner artists don't do any research. 
Furthermore, 44% don't research the product 
before buying. Respondents have varying ways of 
performing analysis. 29% of consumers rely on 
suggestions from friends and family, 27% view 
recommendations from artists, and 26% read blogs 
and view social media.

Do you research before buying?

Yes
No

44%

56%

Art Education preference

Poixel's respondents consisted of 55% amateur 
artists, 22% beginners, 19% students, and 4% 
professionals. We asked respondents about their 
preferred art types and find that 38% prefer realism 
drawing, 32% prefer drawing illustrations, and 27% 
prefer cartoon paintings. Furthermore,  62% say 
they haven't taken any paid or free online course on 
art. However, 58% would like to apply for online 
courses. The most preferred way for consumers to 
learn art is Youtube, as 52% say they prefer the 
platform over courses and websites.  Regarding 
visiting art exhibitions and events, 37% of 
respondents say they might join one, while 36% said 
they would join.

Illustration Drawing

Real Life Drawing

Bitmap

Cartoon Drawing

Digital Art

32%

38%

Popular Type of Artwork

12%

27%

15%

Calligraphy
10%

Graffiti
5%

Abstract painting
11%

Surrealism
1%

Decorative Art
11%

Sculpture
4%

Others
19%

Preffered platform to learn Art

Workshops
Online Course

23%

14%52%

18%

19% 32%

Social Media

Youtube
Private Course
Others

Time spent on practicing art

Less than 1hr
1-3 hours

42%
22t%

8%
5%

7%
1% 3% 11%

3-5 hours

8-11 hours
11-15 hours
15-20 hours

5-8 hours more than 20 hr
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Offline & Online Purchasing

The online art market is developing at a slow pace. 
Poixel finds that 42% of the respondents buy online 
art supplies sometimes, while 32% will not buy 
online at all. The reason being that consumers 
instead prefer to visit the stores and explore 
themselves rather than place an order and wait for 
delivery. Therefore, the online art market is yet to 
develop in Kuwait. Furthermore, Poixel measured 
customer satisfaction regarding product variety and 
customer service. We find that 36% is neutral 
regarding the product variety in retail stores, 
suggesting it needs improvement from the retailers' 
side. Similar is the case with customer service in 
retail stores, where 31% are within the range of 
neutral, satisfied, and fully satisfied. When it comes 
to the product variety on online stores, 41% are 
neutral regarding it.  

Buy Art Supplies Online

Yes
No

32%

42% 27%

Sometimes

Purchasing cycle of art supplies

1 week
1-4 week

28%

28%

24%

19%

1-3 months
More than 3 months

1 2 3 4 5

Consumer Satisfaction across 
Retail Stores 

Product Variety Customer Service

Satisfaction with product variety on websites & apps
3

5

Purchasing Criteria and Expenditure

When shopping for supplies, 86% of consumers 
value product quality, and 69% value the price. 
Another 29% segment looks for promotions and 
discounts when purchasing art supplies. Hence, 
retailers must offer quality products at competitive 
pricing to boost growth and revenue. Eco-friendly 
products are indeed valued in some industries but 
not in Kuwait's art industry. Therefore, eco-friendly 
art supplies could hinder the retailer's performance 
in the long term.

1% 2%

41%

29%

5%

36% 31%

26%

31% 31% 31%

Price

Product Quality

Promotions and Discounts

Packaging

Brand

69%

86%

Purchasing Criteria for Consumers

29%

10%

17%

Country of Origin
3%

Eco-friendly feature
12%

Other
4%
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Top Art Brands

Poixel's research finds that 17% of consumers shop 
based upon the brand of the product. Hence, it plays 
a decent role in influencing the purchase process. 
Furthermore, the top brands in the art industry of 
Kuwait include Faber Castell, C.Kreul Gmbh & Co. 
KG, Winsor & Newton, and Copic.

The annual expenditure on art supplies varies for 
each person. Given that, 43% of consumers spend 
10-50 KWD on art supplies each year, while 22% 
spend 50-100 KWD. However, from the time of 
research, an average consumer has paid 5-50 KWD 
on art supplies within the last months.

Top Selling and recognized  Art Supplies

Elmer's 5%

Derwent 4%

Copic 12%

Schmincke & Co. 5%

Winsor & Newton 14%

Mont Marte 6%

C.Kreul Gmbh 14%

Montana Cans 9%

Molotow 4%

Golden Artist 8%

KOH-I-NOOR 4%
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Caran d’Ache 1%

Faber castell 23%

Prismacolor 9%

Lyra 9%

Spectrum Noir 4%

Marabu 5% Mont Marte 6%

Sakura Color 8% Other 38%

Pelikan 3%

Angelus 2%

Kreul 0%

Play Doh 6%

Crayola 7%

< 10 KWD

12%
27%

10-50 KWD

43% 43%

50-100 KWD

22% 16%

100-150 KWD

10% 6%

150-200 KWD

6% 6%

200-400 KWD

4% 2%

Annual expenditure
Annual expenditure in past 3 months

Annual Expenditure on Art Supplies



Frequency of Purchases

Once a week
Once a mont

45.1%33.3%

15.6% 5.8%

Once a year
Rarely

School or University

Office Use

Personal Use

Practice art

Gifts

27.4%

22.2%

Reasons for purchasing stationery
and office supplies

30.3%

10.4%

5.6%

Top Purchased Office Supplies

Top Purchased Stationery 

Office Accessories 4%

Desk Accessories 12%

Paper shredder 3%

Paper folder 4%

Glue 5%

Sticky notes 14%

Paper 21%

I

Purchasing Behaviour

The purchasing goal differs based on consumer 
needs. Poixel analyzed that 30.3% of consumers 
buy stationery for personal use, while 27.4% buy for 
school or college needs. The top purchased items 
include pens, markers, paper, sticky notes, desk 
accessories, & office devices. Regarding purchasing 
frequency, 45.1% buy stationery and office supplies 
once a month, while 33.3% buy them once a year.

Introduction
Consumer Behaviour
in Stationery & Office Industry

5%Other

Office Furniture 8%

Office Devices 24%

Office Stationery 51%

Office Electronics 17%

Pens & Marker 31%
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17.8% of students plan to buy stationery and office 
supplies in the next three months. Furthermore, 
15.4% of consumers plan to purchase supplies for 
personal use in the coming months. Hence, the 
future outlook for the stationery industry is positive. 
Reducing paper usage is becoming a norm around 
the world. According to Poixel, 56.8% of Kuwaiti 
consumers reduce paper consumption, while only 
14.6% don't worry about paper consumption.

Desire to reduce paper

Yes
Try to

56.8%

14.6% 28.4%

No

Intention to spend next 3 months

Yes
No

24.9%

75.1%

Offline & Online Purchasing

The online market for stationery and office supplies 
has a low consumer base since our findings 
presented that 49.3% of respondents don't buy 
stationery supplies online. The same is true for other 
Arabs, Western and Eastern individuals living in 
Kuwait. Furthermore, 33%  of consumers are 
delighted with the product variety available in stores, 
while 30.2% are neutral. However, 38.5%  of 
consumers are delighted with customer service at 
their local retail stores, highlighting that employees 
are well-trained and deliver customer value. 

1 2 3 4 5

Consumer Satisfaction across 
Retail Stores 

Product Variety Customer Service

Purchasing Criteria & Expenditure

Understanding purchasing criteria ensure retailers 
can deliver on what consumers find important in a 
product. We find that 36.8% of consumers look for 
product quality, 27.2% look for pricing, while 14% 
find discounts and offers essential. The annual 
expenditure is similar for stationery and office 
supplies, whereby 37.6% of respondents spend 
10-50 KWD annually. Given this, 38.5% of 
consumers spent 10-50 KWD in the past 
June-August 2021, thus highlighting a solid rise in 
purchases for stationery and office supplies. 16% of 
growth is expected in sales for the industry is 
expected in late 2021. 

< 10 KWD

15.6% 18.3%

10-50 KWD

41.2% 33.9%

50-100 KWD

22% 23.8%

100-150 KWD

9.1% 11.9%

150-200 KWD

6.4% 6.4%

200-400 KWD

2.7% 1.8%

Stationery Office Supplies

Annual Expenditure on Stationery and
Office Supplies

0
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Introduction
Competitive Mapping

Consumer Type & Brand Persona

Consumer Type will help determine the audience 
type that local businesses target. Also, analyzing 
brand persona will help understand the personality 
traits, which ultimately influence its brand voice and 
marketing activities.

Our analysis finds that Atlas Stationery has a serious 
tone of voice and lacks proper branding, 
organizational system, and social media channels. 

Arts and Craft have focused on serving professionals 
in Kuwait through products that suit their needs. The 
brand provides high-quality products for making 
professional artwork. Their brand voice has a serious 
tone, with traditional branding, employee training, 
online store, and marketing. 

Moghawi can appeal to younger audiences and 
professional artists through calligraphy sets, canvas 
sets, markers, and more with a wide range of 
products. The brand has a fun vibe that appeals to a 
broader audience. Moreover, the business has an 
underdeveloped brand but takes a modern approach 
towards marketing activities. Mogahwi seeks to 
collaborate with local artists and vibrant colors and 
videos in their social channels.

Al Sanafer mainly targets adults by providing artwork 
supplies and stationery. Their professional use 
products include acrylic sets, watercolors, and more. 
Additionally, Al Sanafer provides packaged supplies 
for dedicated artwork usage aimed at both young 
and old audiences. The business lacks proper 
branding, evident in its store setup, management, 
and social media. Al Sanafer has a traditional 
business setup that is still yet to adapt to modern 
times.

Al Sanafer

Kids

Amateur

Professional

Adult

Map 1: Consumer Type

Al SanaferAl Sanafer

Serious

Modern

Traditional

Fun

Map 2: Brand Persona

Atlas Bookshop
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IntroductionCompetitive MappingJarir targets those who practice art professionally 
and an audience who practice art once in a while. 
Jarir also has a wide range of stationery and office 
supplies, along with a massive collection of 
electronics and books. The business has a strong 
brand, with excellent marketing, internal system, 
and culture.

Business Model

To deliver the highest customer value, its business 
model plays a crucial role in developing its 
workplace culture and ethos. Retailers must focus 
on customer service in the arts and stationery 
industry. Jarir has a customer-centric business 
model which guides all of its business activities, 
such as product acquisition, marketing, and 
customer service. As a result, the brand holds 
46.5% market share in stationery, the highest value 
among its competitors.

Atlas Bookshop lacks a customer-centric approach 
but still manages to have a decent market share. 
That is because of their business history and good 
business location among other retailers with high 
foot traffic.

Furthermore, Sanafer has a consumer preference of 
15.2%, the second-highest after Jarir. Despite the 
high preference, the brand has a relatively low 
consumer-centric model. Hence, their competitive 
advantage is mainly their long business history, 
quality products, and weekly workshops. In 
contrast, Al Sanafer has a reasonably low customer 
service rating (see SWOT Analysis).

Mogahwi has an overall consumer preference of 
8.6%, the third-highest among top market players. 
Mogahwi holds a good position in the market, with 
solid online distribution channels for most of its 
sales. The brand has a developing customer-centric 
business model, which will likely influence its future 
growth and revenue. 

Al Sanafer

More Customer Centric

Less Customer Centric

High
Pref.

Low
Pref

Map 3: Business Model

46.5% 28.2%

15.5% 15.2%

8.6%

n/a

6.5%

12.5%

StationeryBrands Arts

Al Sanafer

15.5% n/aAtlas Bookshop

Table 1 : Market Share Classification

Atlas Bookshop

3.4% 15.2%Bader Bookshop

As of 2021, Poixel calculated the total market share by 
combining the respective market shares of stationery and 
art supplies. The total market share value is a medium
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Likes and Dislikes

Poixel analyzed the likes and dislikes of these loyal 
consumer bases to discover what needs to be 
improved within retailers. For instance, we find that 
64% are satisfied with the product quality at retail 
stores. However, 51% don't like the current prices 
being offered. Hence, brands need to provide quality 
products at competitive pricing to achieve good 
results. Furthermore, 24% are dissatisfied with the 
store locations. Business location is vital to the 
success of any retailer. Choosing the right site with 
significant foot traffic is essential to the retailer's 
success.

Market Players

The key market players in the stationery and art 
industry are Jarir, Al Sanafer, Mogahwi, Arts and 
Craft, Al Bader Stationery, and Atlas Stationery. 
Through our focus group, Poixel analyzed the 
behavior of loyal consumers, 31% of which are loyal 
to their favorite retailers for more than 1-3 years. We 
find that loyal consumers of these brands are 
delighted with multiple aspects of the business. For 
instance, 42% are pleased with the product variety 
offered at their favorite stores. Furthermore, 44% are 
delighted with the customer service and value of 
money of their purchases. As a result, 94% of loyal 
consumers are happy to recommend their favorite 
store to their friends and family members.

Social media and Online Store

The online arts and the stationery market is yet to 
find a sufficient consumer base in Kuwait. 38% of 
loyal consumers purchase at least once a month 
from their preferred stores. Consumers, however, do 
not follow social media channels of their favorite 
brands in the majority. 50% of them follow the brand 
on social media, while the rest don't, suggesting the 
brand's social media presence needs to be 
improved. Furthermore, 55% of loyal consumers 
have not purchased from the online stores of the 
retailers. The consumer confidence in the top 
brands is strong, as 47% are highly likely to visit 
their favorite store in the coming month.

Introduction
Competitive Analysis
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64%

28%
23%

51%

24%

10%
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Introduction
Brand Analysis

14

Poixel analyzed the brand’s physical location based upon the number of retail outlets, interor design, parking space and area
The variety of products was analyzed based by reviewing all existing products of the brands
The uniqueness of the product was compared to it’s avaialblitiy in the market
Poixel analyzed both offline and online distribution channels to understand its market presence
Poixel measured the customer service as a mystery shopper, both offline and thorugh telephonic conversations.
Workshops and tutorials was observed, as it lends a competitive advantage to the brand.
Poixel analyzed the marketing activities and social media channels of the brand, using Hype Auditor and own analysis.

Physical
Location

Product
Variety &
Uniqueness

Distribution
Channels

Customer
Service

Workshops Marketing
Activity

4.8 4.4 4.5 4.8 1

2 2.8 2.5 3 4.8

1.5 1.8 2 2 1

2 3.5 2.5 2.5 4

2 3.7 3 2.5 1

4

2

1

3.5

1

Brands
Stationery & Art

Al Sanafer

Atlas Bookshop
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Poixel calculated the website traffic using SEMRUSH to measure 
the web traffic from 2019-September 2021

Website Traffic
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Jarir has 2 locations within malls and two retail 
outlets within Kuwait. Poixel rated Jarir's physical 
location the highest score due to its spacious 
interior design, ample parking space, and good 
locations. There is a good variety and uniqueness of 
products offered by the brand. The brand has a fairly 
equal range of art supplies and stationery products, 
with product numbers ranging from 4,500-5000 for 
each. There is a wide range of art supplies, 
stationery, electronics, and books available at the 
store. Among art supplies, popular brands such as 
Winsor & Newton, Faber Castell, and Copic are sold 
by the retailer. Because of its customer-centric 
business model, Jarir has the highest customer 
service rating. Also, the brand lacks workshops and 
online tutorials. It resorts to promoting products on 
social media channels as well. 

The marketing activities of the retailer are solely 
focused on current market trends. For example, 
during the date of the report, back-to-school season 
is running. Hence, the brand runs ads to promote its 
school bags and other school supplies on social 
media channels. Furthermore, its social media 
includes 70% of posts that show the products, 
offers, or new items, while 30% are video posts that 
showcase the product actually being used. 

Jarir does not deliver products online. However, 
they do have a website that covers the range of 
products available at the stores. Despite not having 
an online store, the brand receives an average of 
9,842 monthly visits, the highest in May 2021 and 
onwards. Jarir receives 76.2% of branded traffic, 
lower than competitor websites. The website has all 
the needed elements for effective SEO but lacks H1 
Headings, which are crucial for optimizing search 
engine results. 

The majority audience of their Instagram account is 
Arab speaking. Furthermore, 35% are males aged 
between 25 and 34, while 18% are females aged 18 
and 24. Hence, the brand makes posts both in 
English and Arabic. However, the engagement rate 
is poor compared to competitors. In 
August-September, the best performing posts 
include school bags ( back-to-school season) and 
label printing machines. These are regular 
promotional posts.

Market Share

46.5%
Stationery/OfficeStationery/Office

28.2%
Art SuppliesArt Supplies

3%

98.3K
Quality FollowersQuality Followers

Audience
Language

Primary
Demographic

Engagement
Rate

35%
Males, 25-34 ageMales, 25-34 age

15%
Females, 18-24 ageFemales, 18-24 age

70%
Arabic speakingArabic speaking

30%
English speakingEnglish speaking

Overall Metrics

Instagram Audit

Website Analysis

SEO Performance Usability BacklinksSEO Performance Usability Backlinks
A+ B- A C+
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Poixel calculated the website traffic using SEMRUSH to measure 
the web traffic from 2019-September 2021
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Sanafer has two retailer outlets in Andalus, along 
with an online website as their distribution channels. 
The retail stores are well-known by locals, with good 
product arrangement inside and ample parking 
space outside. Although, the retailer lacks branding. 
It is evident from their in-store employees' dress 
code, social media channels, and overall company 
culture.

The product variety is good while uniqueness is 
average, as the retailer has well-known brands 
found with other competitors. Some of the popular 
brands from Poixel's research are supplied by the 
retailer, such as Faber Castell, Copic, and Winsor & 
Newton.  Finally, Al Sanafer hosts weekly workshops 
for different audiences, which are priced at around 
30 KWD on average.

The brand does not run a social media 
advertisement. Instead, 80% of its posts showcase 
products and pricing, while only 20% show artwork 
videos from other artists. The methods of promoting 
products that the brand does currently is extremely 
traditional. Retailers must create 70% valuable 
content and 30% promotional content on their 
Instagram page for best results.

The brand receives 524 monthly visits to its online 
store, a relatively low number for an established 
retailer. The retailer launched the website in 2020, 
during the pandemic period. Hence, the number of 
visits is low. From June to September, the retailer 
received a consistent 500 monthly visits, the highest 
it has been so far. Our audit of the brand's website 
finds multiple issues relating to mobile usability, 
slow loading speed, missing HI headings and no use 
of high-converting keywords.

The brand has a 0.12% engagement rate, slightly 
better than Jarir but lower than other competitors in 
the industry. Their posts receive an average of 20 
likes and one comment. The best performing posts 
include 50% competition posts, and the rest is video 
posts for decor paint supplies. 

Market Share

15.5%
Stationery/OfficeStationery/Office

15.2%
Art SuppliesArt Supplies

Post Language Post types Engagement
Rate

67%
CarouselsCarousels

33%
ImagesImages

60%
Arabic languageArabic language

40%
English languageEnglish language

Overall Metrics

Instagram Audit

Al Sanafer

Website Analysis

SEO Performance Usability BacklinksSEO Performance Usability Backlinks
B- C B B

71.8%

10.9K
Quality FollowersQuality Followers
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Poixel calculated the website traffic using SEMRUSH to measure 
the web traffic from 2019-September 2021

Website Traffic
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Moghawi operates an e-commerce site and a retail 
store within Kuwait. With a few locations in crucial 
places, the retailer is limited to a select consumer 
base. Furthermore, the location choice is poor since 
the area receives more auto consumers. However, 
the interior decor is colorful and inviting, filled with 
typography and color splashes. Hence, it feels the 
user is at an art store. Mogahwi has a wide selection 
of brands in each product category. 80% of the 
products are art supplies, while 20% are office and 
stationery supplies. Hence, the brand has a good 
variety of art supplies. However, the brand's 
distribution channels are minimal. 

The retailer has a dedicated space for conducting 
workshop events. These are mainly for the younger 
audience and include classes for sketching, slime, 
tie-dying, and acrylic painting. Moghawi's social 
media is an excellent example of how retailers can 
effectively use social media for content creation. The 
retailer makes engaging reels on different art 
tutorials. Furthermore, the brand collaborates with 
multiple influencers and artists such as Alj Sisters 
and Jassim Alnasrallah. The best performing posts 
of the brand are competition posts (i.e., Mention & 
Win) and reels. Furthermore, the brand also has an 
active Tiktok account with good video content.

Mogahwi does social media marketing but lacks 
Google ads. Furthermore, the brand promotes reel 
content, which includes engaging tutorials or 
artwork made by certain brands. Mogahwi uses 
Instagram as its leading platform to advertise its 
brand. In 2020, Moghawi launched its online store. 
The brand receives 300 visits per month on average. 
Around May 2021, the retailer received 600 visits in 
its busiest month so far. The website gets 92.3% 
branded traffic and 7.7% unbranded traffic. Market Share

8.5%
Stationery/OfficeStationery/Office

6.5%
Art SuppliesArt Supplies

Post language Post Frequency Engagement
Rate

4.5 11.3%

37.1K
Quality FollowersQuality Followers

Posts per weekPosts per week

0.2
Ad posts per weekAd posts per week

55%
Arabic Arabic 

45%
English English 

Overall Metrics
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Poixel calculated the website traffic using SEMRUSH to measure 
the web traffic from 2019-September 2021
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Arts and Craft is a brand that is highly focused on 
providing professional art supplies and equipment. 
The brand has one retail store located in Wara 
Center, Shuwaikh, and an online sales channel. The 
location choice is good with medium foot traffic. The 
interior decor feels professional and premium, with 
woodworks and custom-made cabinets for 
products. The product variety is above average, with 
dedicated products for experienced artists. A limited 
selection of popular brands is available at the retail 
stores.  However, the brand's distribution channels 
are limited to two channels. Moreover, customer 
service is average, both offline and online. Also, the 
retailer conducts no workshops.

The brand receives an average monthly visit of 625. 
94.7% of the traffic is branded traffic, while 5.3% 
search for art supplies directly. The highest traffic it 
received was during February 2021, which included 
organic traffic of 1,283. The loading speed of the site 
is poor, missing H1 headings and keywords in meta 
tags. These findings make the site's score poor 
compared to competitors.

Arts and Craft conduct rarely run marketing 
campaigns on social media and Google. 
Furthermore, the brand reposts existing artwork for 
art brands like Mont Marte, Pan pastels, Rosa, and 
more. The brand's Instagram account has 100% 
images, with no videos whatsoever. The average 
likes to comment ratio is 4:0, which is extremely bad 
compared to competing brands. 

Market Share

n/a
Stationery/OfficeStationery/Office

12.5%
Art SuppliesArt Supplies

Post language Post Frequency Engagement
Rate

9.6
posts per weekposts per week

1.8
ad posts per weekad posts per week

40%
ArabicArabic

60%
EnglishEnglish

Overall Metrics

Instagram Audit

2%

10.6K
Quality Followers

Website Analysis

SEO Performance Usability BacklinksSEO Performance Usability Backlinks
C- D A F
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Existing competitors

The online industry of arts and stationery has 
existing competitors, such as Amazon and 
TalabatMart. Amazon has a wide range of art 
supplies that local consumers often purchase from 
when certain products are not available in the 
market. 23% of consumers prefer to purchase art 
supplies from supermarkets. However, most  
supermarkets don’t focus on arts, but rather on 
generic stationery and school supplies. Talabatmart 
and Taw9eel carry a limited selection of stationery 
and office supplies from lesser-known brands. Lulu 
hypermarket has more focused products towards 
school usage, including school bags, desk 
accessories, and colored paper. On the other hand, 
City Center has a fine collection of art supplies, 
including well-known brands like Faber Castell and 
Atlas. However, supermarkets are more focused on 
school supplies rather than including professional 
items.

Online-only Retail Strategy

Furthermore, Poixel finds local, online-only 
stationery and art supplies websites such as Hadafy 
and Yoghi. Their business model depends on 
focusing on product acquisition, virtual storehouse, 
a good e-commerce website, and Google 
marketing. To succeed in the online market, online 
retailers need to acquire less available products in 
the market. In our interview with the marketing 
manager at Yoghi, we find that product acquisition 
and virtual inventory are vital to online retailers' 
success. Yoghi maintains fast-moving goods within 
their store, while other items are kept at a virtual 
inventory at suppliers. Thus, retailers manage to cut 
down on warehousing costs and instead focus on 
product research and marketing.

Introduction
Online Industry for
Stationery & Arts
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Stationery Stores

48%

73%

Supermarkets

19%
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24%
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10%

Mobile Applications
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Social Media
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Whatsapp
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Preffered place for buying Stationery
and Art Supplies

For Stationery For Art Supplies
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Insight-driven approach to Strategy
There is a need to make business-critical business decisions based on credible market insights and 
consumer behavior. Therefore, it shall be helpful with product acquisition, redesigning online channels, 
enhancing the consumer experience, and increase brand loyalty.

Creating Innovative products
The stationery and art supply industry requires extensive knowledge of innovative and trending products on 
the market. Providing variations of existing product categories are an excellent tool to boost more 
purchases for stationery stores.

Customer Experience
Customer service is a crucial element to build long-lasting relationships and secure future growth. Hence 
businesses must focus on delivering vital customer service. Staff training, product knowledge, friendly 
demeanor, and multi-lingual skills contribute to improving customer service. 

Workforce alignment and empowerment
The brand must motivate, empower, and align its employees toward the company's goals in order to deliver 
exceptional customer service. Employees must be given fair control over their work, provided with the 
necessary training and support to make decisions that benefit the organization. As a result, employees are 
kept satisfied, stay longer in the company and deliver a stellar customer experience.

Supply chain management
Proper forecasting of demand and supply and active collaboration with suppliers is essential to meet 
market demand on time. In addition, accurate inventory management, demand planning, and distribution 
are required. Despite its importance, many of the local retailers in Kuwait lack a CRM system to keep track 

Internal technology architecture
Provide employees with tools and software to maintain organizational information, manage consumer 
relationships, and ensure data security. Furthermore, the technology should support vital business 
functions such as product acquisition, market research, data analytics, marketing, and more.
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Innovative products

The stationery and art supply industry requires 
extensive knowledge of innovative and trending 
products on the market. Creative variations of 
existing product categories are an excellent tool to 
boost more purchases for stationery stores. 
Additionally, retailers should choose suppliers 
according to their knowledge and experience in the 
industry to keep the product line fresh and evolving.

Variety of products

Having a considerable product variety ensures 
consumers stay around and purchase more than 
they intended before. In our survey with loyal 
consumers, we find that 23% like the variety of 
products available at their preferred stores. The 
industry continues to evolve with new products 
available for different purposes. Hence, retailers 
must have the product knowledge and research 
skills to discover innovative products that can 
capture the interests of their consumer base.

Workshops and Courses

Our research finds that 62% of consumers have not 
signed up for any free or paid art course. However, 
58% have an interest in joining a course. Hence, 
workshops and tutorials are needed to develop a 
loyal consumer base and promote brand awareness. 
Furthermore, 52% of respondents use Youtube to 
learn about art. Therefore, brands can use online 
podcasts and Youtube channels and even develop 
an online course to further connect with a broader 
audience.  

Customer Service

Customer service is a crucial element to build 
long-lasting relationships and secure future growth. 
Poixel's research finds that 48% of stationary and 
art store customers rated the customer service of 
their favorite store as 3 out of 5. Moreover, 17% of 
respondents liked the customer service in their 
favorite store. Hence businesses must focus on 
delivering vital customer service. Professional 
training, a friendly demeanor, and speaking English 
and Arabic contribute to improving customer 
service.

Business Location

Another factor to consider is the location of the 
store. A store next to a turning road, poor parking 
space, and an area with low foot traffic are all poor 
store locations. Proper locations should be within 
high foot traffic areas, with plenty of parking spaces.

Store appearance and look.

Business owners need to make an excellent first 
impression when they launch their store. The 
appearance of the store from the outside plays a 
crucial role in attracting foot traffic. Stores must be 
kept clean and well-lit, with the product categories 
well-ordered. For technological office supplies, 
retailers must show product detail below them. 
Furthermore, having reading areas within 
bookstores and trying out certain office accessories 
on display can further build strong relationships with 
consumers. 

Introduction
Key Success Factors
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The Art Supplies industry boomed

As people stayed home, they resorted to connecting 
with lost passions. Hence, beginner-level artists 
bought art supplies during the pandemic, and sales 
boomed for retailers. In our in-field interview with Al 
Sanafer, the retailer experienced a growth of 40% in 
total sales of popular art supplies such as acrylic 
paint and canvases. However, the uprise lasted for a 
while till the start of 2021. As the economy started 
opening, brands saw a drop of 50% in total sales of 
art supplies. The main reason for the decline is that 
curfews and lockdowns were lifted, so people 
returned to work. As a result, the stationery market is 
predicted to grow, as 16% plan to buy stationery in 
three months. 

Closure of schools and universities

The impact of COVID-19 has been significant on 
major industries. COVID-19 massively impacted the 
stationery industry due to the pandemic. Over the 
growing concern of COVID-19 spreading, all 
schools, kindergartens, and universities have been 
closed since March 12, 2020. The 2020/2021 
academic year began online for all public schools 
after a seven-month pause. In private schools, the 
e-learning method has been used since the outbreak 
of the pandemic. In-person lessons were only 
preschools for children with special needs, which 
resumed classes on December 20. 

The country plans to open schools in September, 
following strict guidelines to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19. As schools and universities open offline, 
stationary sales will likely increase as more students 
purchase for study purposes.

Retailers entered the online world

During the pandemic, the online market flourished. 
According to the World Electronic Media Club 
president, Hind Al-Nahid, 36% of the population 
depends on online purchases. During the curfew, 
Kuwait's e-commerce volume reached $1.1 billion. 
Almost 2.4 million accounts are active in Kuwait, 
80% of which are bank accounts; 66% belong to 
Kuwaiti youth.  Electronic applications in Kuwait 
have increased by 50% during the crisis, adding that 
restaurants make the largest share of the 
restaurants' volume, according to Bashar Al-Estada, 
the marketing director of Zaida. 

Introduction
COVID-19 Impact

Sources : Al Anba Report, 2020 & Al Bayan Report, 2020
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Popular Mediums

Youtube is the most preferred platform for learning 
art. Apart from that, Dawrat and Tadarab combine 
courses from all fields, ranging from business, 
creativity, psychology, and more. Hence, brands 
can partner with such platforms to offer exclusive 
courses. As a result, retailers create a new stream of 
income. Retailers can partner with local artists to 
create the course and set up a professional studio to 
record it. Criteria for choosing artists depend on 
their teaching skills, communications skills, 
experience, and knowledge.

Consumer Demand

Our research finds that 62% of consumers have not 
signed up for any free or paid art course. However, 
58% have an interest in joining a course. Hence, 
workshops and tutorials are needed to develop a 
loyal consumer base and promote brand awareness. 
Furthermore, 52% of respondents use Youtube to 
learn about art. Therefore, brands can use online 
podcasts and Youtube channels and even develop 
an online course to connect with a broader 
audience. Few brands such as Al Sanafer and 
Mogahwi conduct workshops for artists. Emerging 
retailers need to include workshops in their business 
growth strategy.

Implementation strategies

It is crucial to make sure a workshop is executed 
effectively to ensure it is a success. Our research 
identified three primary forms of artwork type: 
Realism, cartoon drawing, and illustration drawing. 
Retailers must focus on teaching these art types to 
their audience. More art forms such as calligraphy 
and abstract painting also can be included to meet a 
specific target audience's needs. The medium of 
online courses should ideally be workshops, events, 
and Youtube tutorials. The artists prefer these 
mediums to learn about art. Therefore, retailers 
should adopt them. 

Introduction
Workshop & Tutorials
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Storytelling through content

Retailers within the art supplies industry must create 
engaging content on social media that entertains 
and adds value to the audience's lives. Our 
Instagram audit of brands finds that the most 
engaging posts include tutorials, video reels, and 
competition posts. Poixel recommends used video 
reels and engaging questions in your content. 
However, competition posts such as "Mention & 
Win" should be minimal. There are two reasons for it: 
It diminishes the brand value and targets the wrong 
customers. These type of posts does not help build 
brand loyalty. Instead, they reduce the brand value. 
Most brands on Instagram use competition posts to 
boost follower growth. However, the followers they 
receive are not their actual customers. Hence, future 
posts receive poor engagement.

Using Tiktok to boost growth

As per Similar Web Statistics on 2021, Tiktok is 
ranked #4 in App Usage in Kuwait. Many TikTok 
users are members of Generation Z who have solid 
notions about the brand purpose and don't 
necessarily engage with promotional content. To 
capitalize on the TikTok growth trend, brands should 
adjust their existing influencer marketing strategy 
around the platform, focusing on the audiences they 
want to reach and speaking their language.

A brand's success on TikTok is closely linked to the 
level of creativity. Influencers need to be given the 
freedom to produce content in distinctive styles, 
which audiences want to see. Content creation 
needs to take place within agreed parameters that 
protect a brand's image and reputation. Too much 
control hinders creativity, rendering it ineffective and 
backfiring among the intended audience.

Introduction
Social Media
Content
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Art Exhibitions

The pandemic has in the past restricted gatherings 
and public events. However, as the economy is 
opened, art exhibitions will take place by individual 
organizations such as Contemporary art platform, 
Museum of Modern Art, Boushair Art Gallery, Fann 
Way Gallery, and more. Retailers can also set up 
their own, either offline or online. They can invite art 
submissions from talented artists to showcase on 
their platform. As a result, it builds brand awareness, 
and consumers become loyal followers.

Competitive rivalry

Stationery and art supply markets are highly 
competitive, with major players such as Jarir and 
Sanafer holding the majority share of the total 
market of Kuwait. Thus, new stores will find it 
difficult to establish themselves within the region.

Online purchasing behavior

32% of the consumers in Kuwait will not buy art 
supplies online. The market is yet to develop. The 
reason being the number of local art and stationery 
stores is many in Kuwait. Instead of waiting for the 
product to arrive through shipping, an increasing 
number of consumers prefer to order directly in the 
store. Hence, online-only brands have a major 
challenge in the future of coping with a low 
consumer base.

Paper usage may decline

In our research, 57% try to reduce paper usage in 
their daily lives. There are alternative ways of 
note-taking, reminders, and digital solutions to 
managing files. Note-taking applications, Microsoft 
applications, and CRM applications are all ways of 
minimizing paper usage and efficiently manage 
business activities. Poixel predicts a reduction in 
stationery usage in the coming years, which highly 
depends on the government's raising awareness 
and investing in digital platforms.

Introduction
Market Dynamics

Image credit to The Contemporary Platform, Kuwait
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About the Respondents

Poixel surveyed 530 responses, out of which 
43.3% were males, and 56.6% were females. 
28% were under the age of 19-24 years old, and 
61.3% were single. 59.1% have a bachelor's 
degree, where 26.3% are earning 800-1,500 
KWD. 78.3% consisted of Kuwaiti nationals, 
while the rest were from Arab, eastern and 
western backgrounds. Poixel was surveyed on 
August 2021 within the State of Kuwait. The 
survey was developed on Google Forms and 
send out to the market through in-field surveyors 
and Poixel's sources. Furthermore, Poixel 
interviewed top brands, including Jarir, Al 
Sanafer, and Arts and Craft.

Poixel calculated all data percentages based upon the 
percentage of respondents who bought art supplies & 
stationery in the past 12 months to receive accurate data

Age

Education 
Bachelors

Diploma

High School

19.5%

13%

59%

400-800 KWD

Monthly Income

15%

800-1,500 KWD 26.5%

1,500-2,000 KWD 10%

2,000-3,000 & above 8%

28%

16%

22%

11.5%

7.5%

4.5%
2.5%

1.4%

7%

Buy
Did not buy

Percentage of respondents who
bought art supplies in 3 months

46%

54%

< 400 KWD 39%

I

Introduction
Research Methodology

Gender of Respondents

Male
Female

57%

43%

Marital Status of Respondents

Single
Married

Divorced
Widowed

36%

2% 1%

61%

Nationality of Respondents

Kuwait
Arab (non-Kuwaiti)
Western/Eastern

17%
4.5%

78.5%
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Poixel is a branding & marketing creative 
studio specialize in empowering the market 
with creative visuals & strategies that can 
attract the market demand, by building a 
credible portfolio based on extensive market 
research & data analysis, aiming to evolve a 
successful brand growth strategy towards a 
great relationship with ambitious people.

Build credible data to support your business 
strategy. Get in touch with us at 
www.poixel.com

Contact Us

Poixel Management Consulting Company 
(L.L.C), Registered in the Commercial 
Registry Department under the law of State of 
Kuwait under No. (424160).

Address: Floor 24, Crystal Tower, Ahmed Al 
Jaber Street, Sharq, State of Kuwait

T: +(965) 2297 0275
M: +(965) 9764 5457
info@poixel.com
www.poixel.com
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